Introduction
Freezing, or becoming motionless in the presence of fear-evoking stimuli, is one of the innate defensive reactions of rats and other animals, and is widely used as an outcome measure in studies of conditioned fear. In fear conditioning (table 1), the pairing of an initial neutral stimulus (conditional stimulus, CS) to an unconditional aversive stimulus (US) leads to associative learning, such that the previously neutral stimulus comes to elicit a conditioned response (CR). The subsequent presentation of the CS in the absence of the US leads to a progressive decrease in conditioned responding, a phenomenon called extinction. Impaired extinction of conditioned freezing has been suggested as a model of human anxiety disorders such as post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), and has been used to develop novel treatments aimed at enhancing fear extinction or disrupting fear memories. Thus, experimental therapies aimed at treating human anxiety disorders are often developed in non-human animal models, with long-term reductions in conditioned freezing (e.g. prevention of spontaneous recovery, renewal or fear reinstatement) used as a primary outcome measure. Such studies have traditionally relied on significant mean differences in freezing between experimental groups to gauge treatment efficacy. However, there are two limitations to this approach: (i) the ultimate objective when treating human illness is not just to reduce symptoms but to restore patients to good health, with clear benchmarks defining remission. For example, remission from PTSD has been defined as no longer meeting DSM or ICD criteria for a PTSD diagnosis [1] . The percentage of patients who remit under treatment provides important additional information when evaluating the efficacy of a treatment, but 'remission' in terms of rodent freezing behaviour has not been operationalized, much less routinely assessed; (ii) just as with human patients, there may be extensive response heterogeneity to a treatment, with some subjects responding well and others responding poorly, which is not captured by a simple analysis of means.
In this paper, our objective is to develop data-driven criteria for defining a standard benchmark that indicates remission from conditioned fear and for identifying subgroups with differential treatment responses. We present our methods and results in three parts. Study 1: To identify an objective criterion for remission, we use logistic regression to obtain the freezing point at which there is an equal & 2018 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.
probability of belonging to a population of rats that never underwent fear conditioning versus a population of rats that did undergo fear conditioning. Study 2: To identify subgroups that are homogeneous in terms of treatment response, we use agglomerative hierarchical clustering to group subjects according to their patterns of freezing across acquisition, extinction and reinstatement conditions. Study 3: We apply the criteria for remission and homogeneous subgroups established in Studies 1 and 2 to the reanalysis of an experiment evaluating the impact of extinction training and pharmacological interventions on the prevention of fear reinstatement.
Study 1 (a) Methods
The data used for analysis in this study were aggregated from two published studies [2, 3] and three additional, unpublished, studies using the fear-conditioning-by-proxy (FCbP) triadic design [2] [3] [4] [5] , which includes both an experimental group that receives fear conditioning (FC) and one with no fear conditioning (No-FC). This analysis was limited to data from rats that had no prior experience with fear conditioning, resulting in a sample size of N ¼ 113 for the No-FC group and N ¼ 117 for the FC group for Study 1a (Males) and N ¼ 142 for the No-FC group and the FC group in Study 1b (Females).
(i) Subjects
In Study 1a, subjects were male Sprague-Dawley rats bred at the University of Texas at Austin from breeder pairs that consisted of males acquired from Harlan (now Envigo) (275-300 g) and females acquired from Charles River (215-275 g). Rats were weaned into same sex triads with littermates on postnatal day 21. In Study 1b, subjects were the female littermates of the Sprague-Dawley males used for Study 1a and female littermates of the Long Evans males bred for extinction behavioural phenotypes at the University of Texas at Austin (see Shumake et al. [6] for a detailed description of selection criteria and breeding procedures).
All subjects were housed in clear plastic cages and maintained on a 12 h-12 h light-dark cycle (lights on at 07.00) with ad libitum access to food and water. In Study 1a, all animals were fear conditioned at approximately 100 days of age. In Study 1b, subjects were fear conditioned at approximately 80 days of age.
Procedures were conducted in compliance with the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Experimental Animals and were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of Texas at Austin, under protocol number AUP-2015-00114.
(ii) Apparatus and stimuli Study 1a. In approximately half of the animals tested (n ¼ 124), fear conditioning and/or testing took place in standard conditioning chambers equipped with two Plexiglas walls, two metal walls and stainless-steel rod floors connected to a shock generator (Coulbourn Instruments). Behaviour was recorded with digital cameras mounted on the top of each unit. The conditioned stimulus (CS) was an 80 dB, 5 kHz tone, 20 s in duration and the unconditioned stimulus (US) was a 0.7 mA footshock, 500 ms in duration. Stimulus delivery was controlled using Freeze Frame software (Coulbourn Instruments).
The other half of testing (n ¼ 106) took place in the left portion of a closed shuttle box equipped with two black and white striped walls, two metal walls and stainless-steel rod floors connected to a shock generator (Coulbourn Instruments). Stimulus delivery was controlled using Graphic State 2 software (Coulbourn Instruments). The CS was an 80 dB white noise, 20 s in duration and the US was a 0.6 mA footshock, 500 ms in duration (when applicable).
Study 1b. In Study 1b, all animals were fear conditioned in standard conditioning chambers equipped with two Plexiglas walls, two metal walls and stainless-steel rod floors connected to a shock generator (Coulbourn Instruments). The CS was an 80 dB, 5 kHz tone, 20 s in duration and the US was a 0.7 mA footshock, 500 ms in duration. Stimulus delivery was controlled using Freeze Frame software (Coulbourn Instruments).
(iii) Testing procedure Study 1a. A subset of animals (N ¼ 46) were part of a control group in a developmental experiment examining early life experiences [2] . On post-natal day 17, these animals were removed from their mother, placed in a clean cage and transported to a different room for 10 min. They were not exposed to any stimuli during this time. Another subset of animals (n ¼ 79) were weighed and received a single injection of saline (intraperitoneal) on post-natal day 45. These animals were equally distributed across FC and No-FC groups. Fear conditioning (day 1): After a 7-min habituation period one rat per triad (FC rat) received three presentations of the CS (duration ¼ 20 s; inter-trial interval (ITI) ¼ 180 s on average, variable), each co-terminating with the US. No-FC rats remained in their home cage.
Fear conditioning by proxy (day 2): One day after conditioning, the fear conditioned rat was returned to the chamber accompanied by a cagemate. Three CSs were played in the absence of the US and rats could freely interact. The third rat (No-FC rat) remained in the home cage and was not exposed to any stimuli.
Fear test (day 3): 48 h after FC, each animal was presented the CS in the absence of the US three times (ITI ¼ 180 s on average, variable). Fear retention was analysed as an average (the mean) of freezing during the three CS presentations for each rat.
Study 1b. All subjects were experimentally naive prior to the fear conditioning procedure which was identical to the procedure used in Study 1a. All females had their oestrous cycles tracked for one to two weeks prior to fear conditioning (or no fear conditioning). Vaginal smears were taken daily between 09.30 and 11.00 h and samples were observed under a light microscope at 10Â magnification. The phase of oestrous (proestrus, oestrus, dioestrus 1 or dioestrus 2) was determined from a description of their vaginal cytology (see [7] ). In N ¼ 72 animals, fear retention was timed to occur when the FC rat was in proestrus. We have previously found no effect of oestrous cycle on fear retention in this paradigm [5] .
(iv) Data scoring
Videos were watched by a trained observer blind to experimental condition, and freezing was scored during each CS presentation. Freezing was defined as the absence of any movement, excluding breathing and whisker twitching. The total number of seconds spent freezing throughout the CS presentation was expressed as a percentage of CS duration (20 s) for analysis during the fear retention test on day 3. To develop a probabilistic model relating observed freezing scores to the likelihood of belonging to the FC versus No-FC population, a logistic regression was performed using the mean freezing scores from three tone presentations to predict the probability that an animal has been conditioned to fear the tone. This probability is given by the following expression: 1 1 þ e Àðb 0 þb 1 freezingÞ , where b 0 is the intercept and b 1 is the slope from a generalized linear model using a logit link function in which the binomial variable of whether or not a subject has undergone fear conditioning was predicted by freezing scores. b 1 is multiplied by the freezing score expressed on a percentage scale (0 -100). Conceptually, if one were to know nothing about an animal other than its freezing behaviour, this function would allow one to calculate the odds that the animal has undergone fear conditioning. The percentage of freezing at which the odds are 50/50 is then given by the negative ratio of the intercept to the slope:
We aimed to use this quantity as our benchmark for remission from conditioned fear, and we computed a 95% confidence interval for this value by resampling it with 10 000 bootstrap replicates, using the adjusted bootstrap percentile (BCa) method as implemented in the R package 'boot' [8] . If freezing scores are reduced to less than this quantity, an observer blind to the training history of a fear conditioned animal could objectively conclude that this animal bears a stronger resemblance to a population that has never undergone fear conditioning than to a population that has. To evaluate the utility of this criterion, we graphed the probability density functions for each population and evaluated the degree to which these functions overlap.
(b) Results (i) Conditioned freezing versus spontaneous freezing
As figure 1 illustrates, there were large individual differences in both tone -shock conditioned freezing (FC group) and spontaneous freezing (No-FC group) for both males and females. Both distributions departed extensively from the normal distribution. For Study 1a (Males), logistic regression found that the optimal point for minimizing overlap between the two distributions was at 37.3% freezing, 95% CI [32.5, 41.8] . At this cut-off, there were only three rats from the FC group misclassified as belonging to the No-FC group, and only four rats from the No-FC group misclassified as belonging to the FC group. The remaining 223 rats were correctly classified. In summary, there was very little overlap between the distributions: 97.3% of animals with a mean freezing score less than 37.3% belong to the No-FC group, and 96.6% of animals with a mean freezing score greater than 37.3% belong to the FC group (figure 1a).
For Study 1b (Females), logistic regression found that the optimal point for minimizing overlap between the two distributions was at 31.4% freezing, 95% CI [24.9, 37.9] . At this cutoff, there were only two rats from the FC group misclassified as belonging to the No-FC group, and only two rats from the No-FC group misclassified as belonging to the FC group. The remaining 138 rats were correctly classified. In summary, for the Females, much like was the case for the Males, there was very little overlap between the distributions (figure 1b).
The coefficients and standard errors for the logistic equation (given in the above methods) for calculating probability of belonging to the fear conditioned population are as follows: Figure 2 shows graphs of the expected probability of having undergone fear conditioning as a function of freezing for each individual, with the actual history of fear conditioning indicated by colour and shape of symbols.
The shape of the function in figure 2a (males) shows that, owing to the minimal overlap of the distributions (3%), the probability changes rapidly as one moves away from the 37.3% freezing mark: the presence of conditioned fear becomes a virtual certainty when freezing is greater than 50%, and the absence of conditioned fear becomes a virtual certainty when freezing is less than 25%. This suggests that, in the context of evaluating treatments to reduce conditioned fear, freezing levels that remain above 50% should indicate non-remission, and freezing levels that fall below 25% should indicate full remission. Freezing levels that fall between 25% and 50% should be considered a partial response to treatment. We suggest using the midpoint between these two values, 37.5%, as the upper bound for indicating probable remission. This value is close to the empirically derived value of 37.3%-well within the 95% CI-and can easily be remembered as the midpoint between 25 and 50. This value of 37.5% is also very much in line with the criterion established by the individual differences analysis of Galatzer-Levy et al. [9] , who determined, through an analysis of their own samples, and a methodology different from ours, that their 'Failure to Extinguish' group showed freezing levels greater than 37.03% during their last three trials of extinction. The function in figure 2b (females) also shows a very similar pattern of data, with a slight shift down to a cut-off criterion of 31.4%.
Study 2 (a) Methods (i) Subjects
Study 2 used data from 215 subjects from two published studies [10, 11] . Auchter et al. [10] included 124 male Sprague-Dawley rats, acquired from Harlan (now Envigo) (250-300 g). Auchter et al. [11] included 91 male Long-Evans rats, selected from the third and fourth generations of a line bred selectively for extinction phenotype (see [6] for a detailed description of selection criteria and breeding procedures). Briefly, breeders for a low extinguisher (LE) and high extinguisher (HE) line were chosen by a two-step procedure that selected for differences in extinction in the absence of differences in acquisition. A randomly bred (RB) control line was started from a random selection of males and females from the sample that were not chosen for the LE or HE lines. All subjects were housed in clear plastic cages and maintained on a 12 h-12 h light-dark cycle (lights on at 07.00) with ad libitum access to food and water.
Procedures were conducted in compliance with the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Experimental Animals and were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of Texas at Austin.
(ii) Fear conditioning, extinction and reinstatement procedures All testing took place in standard conditioning chambers equipped with two Plexiglas walls, two metal walls and stainless-steel rod floors connected to a shock generator (Coulbourn Instruments). Behaviour was recorded with digital cameras mounted on the top of each unit. The conditioned stimulus (CS) was an 80 dB, 5 kHz tone, 20 s in duration and the unconditioned stimulus (US) was a 0.7 mA footshock, 500 ms in duration. Stimulus delivery was controlled using Freeze Frame software (Coulbourn Instruments). Subjects underwent fear conditioning, extinction and reinstatement as described in two published studies [10, 11] . Briefly, rats were habituated to the context for 10 min [10] or 15 min [11] the day prior to fear conditioning. Fear conditioning consisted of three 20 s presentations of a tone CS co-terminating with a 0.7 mA footshock.
On the following day, subjects were placed back into the same context, given 3 min to acclimate, and then received either extinction training alone (no-retrieval condition), or a single retrieval CS followed 60 min later by extinction (retrieval condition). Extinction consisted of 18 (retrieval condition) or 19 (no-retrieval condition) CSs. In Auchter et al. [10] , the timing of the extinction CSs was manipulated such that the inter-trial intervals (ITIs) were either fixed (i.e. the same ITI between each CS) or variable (i.e. a different ITI between each CS), and the average ITI was either 1 min or 2 min. In Auchter et al. [11] , all subjects received variable extinction ITIs, and the average ITI was 2 min in all groups. However, following extinction, half of the subjects were given an injection of mitochondrial enhancer USP methylene blue, while the other half received saline. Twenty-four hours after extinction, subjects were placed back into the chambers, allowed to habituate for 5 min, followed by two exposures to the US alone. The following day, subjects were placed back in the context and given three presentations of the CS alone to probe for reinstatement-induced return of fear. Freezing was scored the same way as Study 1.
(iii) Subgroup phenotype cluster analysis
As noted above, subjects underwent a variety of differential conditioning parameters that may have impacted fear reinstatement, and we analyse the impact of some of these factors in Study 3. However, for the purposes of Study 2, these factors are ignored because we wish to establish whether subjects can be clustered into homogeneous subgroups based solely on their freezing profiles across three time points: (i) the beginning of the extinction session, (ii) the end of the rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 373: 20170035 extinction session, and (iii) following reinstatement. To classify animals, we used agglomerative hierarchical clustering analysis. With this procedure, groups of subjects that merge at high values relative to the merge points of their subgroups are considered candidates for natural subgroups [12] . Hierarchical clustering was conducted according to the Ward.D2 agglomeration method in R on a subject dissimilarity matrix defined by the Manhattan distance. The resulting dendrogram was then pruned using the Dynamic Tree Cut package [13] using the hybrid method.
(b) Results
The cluster analysis identified seven homogeneous subgroups in terms of patterns of freezing 24 h after acquisition, at the end of extinction, and 24 h after reinstatement. The individual freezing profiles for all 215 subjects are graphed for each of these groups in figure 3 , with panels numbered 1-7 in order of largest to smallest group size.
Subgroup 1: Mild initial fear with successful extinction and long-term fear reduction (n ¼ 44). The most common subgroup identified, characterizing 20% of the sample, consisted of subjects who showed relatively low levels of freezing following acquisition (median ¼ 43%, range ¼ 3-79%) and low levels of freezing following extinction (median ¼ 11%, range ¼ 0-40%) that were maintained following reinstatement (median ¼ 23%, range ¼ 0-39%). This represents a group that experienced a successful long-term reduction in fear, and the maximum freezing score observed following reinstatement for this group, 39%, is very close to the criterion of remission (37.5%) that we established using a completely different approach and sample in Study 1. However, the fact that the majority of these subjects were freezing less than 50% of the time even prior to extinction suggests that the success of this subgroup, 
Severe initial fear with moderately successful extinction followed by return of fear (n ¼ 42). The next most common subgroup, also characterizing 20% of the sample, consisted of subjects who showed high levels of freezing following acquisition (median ¼ 85%, range ¼ 70-94%) and moderate to low levels of freezing following extinction (median ¼ 32%, range ¼ 10-59%) that were mostly lost following reinstatement (median ¼ 64%, range ¼ 39-82%). This represents a non-responding subgroup, and note that the minimum freezing score observed for this group following reinstatement was 39%, once again very close to the previously derived criterion of remission (37.5%).
Subgroup 3: Mild initial fear with largely successful extinction followed by return of fear (n ¼ 33). The third most common subgroup identified, characterizing 15% of the sample, appeared similar to Subgroup 1 in terms of fear acquisition (median ¼ 58%, range ¼ 10 -75%) and extinction (median ¼ 16%, range ¼ 0-48%), except these subjects returned to their baseline level of fear following reinstatement (median ¼ 52%, range ¼ 41 -66%). This represents a subgroup with less baseline severity that nonetheless did not respond to extinction and/or other manipulations aimed at reducing fear. The minimum freezing score observed for this group, 41%, is again just above the 37.5% threshold for remission from fear.
Subgroup 4: Severe initial fear with largely successful extinction and long-term fear reduction (n ¼ 27). The fourth most common subgroup, characterizing 13% of the sample, represents the ideal treatment response group: despite high initial levels of freezing (median ¼ 84%, range ¼ 66-100%), most subjects experienced substantially less freezing following extinction (median ¼ 32%, range ¼ 2-86%), and all experienced a long-term reduction in freezing following reinstatement (median ¼ 27%, range ¼ 0-37%). Interestingly, this group contained a small number of subjects who experienced a long-term reduction in fear despite showing little reduction in fear during the extinction session itself, but this pattern was too rare to support clustering them as a separate subgroup. Note that the maximum final level of freezing observed for this subgroup was 37%, corresponding exactly to the criterion of remission established in Study 1.
Subgroup 5: Severe, persistent fear (n ¼ 27). Another 13% of the sample showed high initial levels of freezing (median ¼ 90%, range ¼ 62-100%) that showed little or no response to extinction (median ¼ 67%, range ¼ 45 -97%) which, not surprisingly, also translated into high levels of freezing following reinstatement (median ¼ 85%, range ¼ 59-99%).
Subgroup 6: Fear incubation (n ¼ 25). Another 12% of the sample showed evidence of fear incubation; despite relatively low initial levels of freezing following acquisition (median ¼ 58%, range ¼ 33-75%) and extinction (median ¼ 18%, range ¼ 3-44%), these subjects showed very high levels of freezing following reinstatement (median ¼ 89%, range ¼ 68-100%).
Subgroup 7: A more extreme version of Subgroup 2 (n ¼ 17). The final subgroup, comprising 8% of the sample, showed the same pattern as Subgroup 2, which is the classic 'V'-shaped response of reduction in fear followed by return of fear. They share similar levels of initial freezing to Subgroup 2 (median ¼ 88%, range ¼ 77-99%), but differ in that they show somewhat better extinction (median ¼ 22%, range ¼ 0 ¼ 37%) and much worse return of fear (median ¼ 91%, range ¼ 78-100%). Whereas Subgroup 2 might be considered as showing a partial long-term response to fear-reduction interventions, Subgroup 7 showed no long-term response whatsoever.
Study 3 (a) Methods
Fear classification and phenotype criteria established in Studies 1 and 2 were employed to revisit the results of a previously published study from our laboratory [11] . Please see this study and its associated supplemental section for a more conventional analysis that models freezing as a continuous outcome measure using hierarchical linear and mixed effects regressions.
In this new analysis, the primary outcome measure for each treatment condition is the rate of fear remission, defined as the percentage of subjects meeting the criterion established in Study 1 (fewer than 37.5% freezing), following an attempt to reinstate fear as described in the Methods for Study 2. A 95% confidence interval for each remission rate was estimated using 10 000 bootstrap replicates and the BCa method in the R package 'boot' [8] .
(b) Results (i) Remission rates under various extinction manipulations
As shown in figure 4 , under standard extinction training with saline injections, the rate of long-term remission was only 18%, 95% CI [4%, 35%]. The rate of remission nearly doubled with either the addition of a retrieval trial prior to extinction (33%, 95% CI [13%, 54%]) or MB injection after extinction (35%, 95% CI [17%, 55%]). However, all remission rates lie within each other's 95% CIs, so we cannot reject the null hypothesis: there is insufficient evidence that either of these manipulations on its own has an impact on long-term fear remission. Even if this is a Type II error, a full two-thirds of the sample fail to achieve remission under either manipulation alone. However, if the manipulations are combined, 50% of the subjects achieve remission status, 95% CI [27%, 68%], demonstrating significant superiority over standard extinction with saline ( figure 4 ). Collapsing across all interventions, we observed a significantly lower rate of remission for the LE line (14%, 95% CI [3%, 30%]) than we observed for either the RB line (35%, 95% CI [21%, 50%]) or the HE line (50%, 95% CI [29%, 67%]). We are underpowered to statistically test the hypothesis that lines might have differentially responded to particular interventions, but the majority of LE rats failed to remit under any intervention. In contrast, the majority of HE rats achieved remission under every intervention except for standard extinction, but only the combination of RetþExt (RetrievalþExtinction) and MB resulted in a majority remission for RB rats. The difference was especially stark for the combined intervention, with close to 2/3 of RB and HE rats but fewer than 1/5 LE rats remitting.
(ii) Association of treatment condition with responder subgroups Study 2 identified seven candidate subgroups that clustered together in terms of their pattern of freezing changes over the course of acquisition, extinction and reinstatement. We can now ask whether the MB and Retrieval interventions had any impact on these response patterns. Owing to the small n when the various experimental conditions are parsed across seven subgroups, we must necessarily limit this analysis to a few key comparisons of interest. Also, we are unable to estimate confidence intervals (the incidence for some of the cross-tabulations is zero), and instead rely on permutation tests to assess the probability of obtaining the observed difference under the condition that the null hypothesis is true (that subgroup membership is independent of each experimental condition). To simulate this condition, we randomly shuffled the subgroup labels 10 000 times and recomputed the difference in membership rates for each class across the following three comparisons: RetþExt versus Ext, MB versus saline, and LE versus HE. For each resample, we retained the largest observed difference due to chance, and the family-wise-error corrected p-values are given by the proportion of chance maximal differences that were equal to or larger than the observed differences.
(iii) RetrievalþExtinction versus Extinction
There was no evidence to support that the RetþExt manipulation influenced subgroup membership (table 2) .
(iv) Methylene Blue versus Saline
Rats receiving MB were 11 times more likely to belong to Subgroup 1 (mild initial fear, successful extinction and minimal reinstatement) than rats that received saline ( p ¼ 0.08). As MB was given following the end of extinction (and could play no causal role in determining initial fear or extinction success), this suggests that MB may be particularly well-suited at preventing return of fear for individuals with mild baseline symptoms who respond well to extinction training. There was no evidence of over-or under-representation of MB-treated subjects in any of the other subgroups ( p ! 0.39) (table 3).
(v) High extinguishers versus low extinguishers LE rats were strikingly over-represented in Subgroup 5; nearly one out of every two LE rats was characterized by severe, persistent fear, whereas only one out of 25 HE rats fitted this profile, an improbable difference ( p , 0.01) under the null hypothesis. There was no evidence of over-or under-representation of HE or LE subjects in any of the other subgroups ( p ! 0.21) (table 4).
Discussion
Fear conditioning is widely employed to examine the mechanisms that underlie dysregulations of the fear system. Various manipulations are often used following fear acquisition, to identify avenues to attenuate fear memories. In rodent studies, freezing is often quantified as the predominant dependent variable to determine outcome. Most fear conditioning studies, including many of our own, simply rely on examining mean group differences to evaluate whether a manipulation was a significant improvement over a control group. In many respects, this approach falls short of delivering the most useful data. Ultimately, while the means' comparison offers a useful assessment of overall treatment efficacy, it is also important to determine the proportion of individuals within a group that show significant improvement in terms of clear bench-marks that establish a return to normal functioning. Additionally, the current standard of analysis in most fear conditioning studies generally does not capture the spectrum of individual differences that may contribute to different outcome trajectories. Here, we developed criteria for a standard operationalized benchmark for return of fear after treatment, using logistic regression analysis applied to freezing data from a moderately large sample of rats that either underwent fear conditioning or did not. Next, we used cluster analysis together with our established criteria to identify homogeneous subgroups of rats that fell into specific acquisition/extinction/ recovery phenotypes. Finally, we applied our remission criteria and subgroup phenotypes to a re-analysis of previous published experiments from our laboratory, to evaluate the broader usefulness of those combined analytical approaches.
(a) Applying fear classification criteria to determine remission rates
Under Study 1, we established data-driven criteria for remission, partial remission and no remission (,25%; 25-50%; .50%), with the midpoint (37.5%) being the best dichotomous cut-off for remission versus non-remission. An important ensuing question is: how broadly applicable are the criteria identified? Our re-analysis of previous experiments in Study 3 suggests that the criteria established under Study 1 are in line with the conclusions reached when employing a more standard means of analysing the data. Effectively, we found that the remission rates under RetrievalþExtinction or Methylene Blue (MB)þ Extinction were roughly twice that of extinction alone. When the manipulations were combined (RetrievalþExtinctionþMB), 50% of individuals achieved remission. This is consistent with our previous findings using a linear modelling approach that controlled for individual differences in acquisition and extinction learning and demonstrated that the retrievalþextinction paradigm and MB have significant independent and additive effects on preventing fear reinstatement [10, 11] ; moreover, the present analysis underscores this previous finding of statistical significance with a finding of practical significance: in other words, half of all subjects are restored to pre-conditioning levels of freezing by combining these approaches and, importantly, half maintain some level of residual fear. These are important metrics to consider when translating these interventions to the clinic. It is also evident that response to these interventions is genetically constrained given that the majority of rats from our low extinction line (LE) failed to remit under any intervention, whereas the majority of rats from our high extinction (HE) line achieved remission under every intervention, except standard extinction. The ability to determine, on a subject-to-subject basis, whether remission was achieved, as well as the overall remission rate for each experimental group, is a powerful addition offered by the present analysis. A perusal of the fear conditioning/extinction literature also suggests that our fear classification criteria are very much in line with the mean data for a number of studies (the cited studies are representative examples; the list is not exhaustive) from different laboratories, in which fear extinction, and some form of return of fear were reported [9, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Notably, reported means that were determined to be indicative of a significant return of fear were above 37%, and the means that were determined to indicate a significant fear reduction were below 30% (in males) [9, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
(b) Clusters of homogeneous subgroup phenotypes emerge from a heterogeneous population Rats, and other rodents, are often thought to be part of a fairly homogeneous population, especially when compared with their human counterparts. Still, as behavioural testing increases in complexity, there is often evidence of withingroup variability, which increases the range of data, without necessarily impacting between-group comparisons. An Table 3 . Representation of saline versus methylene blue (MB) in phenotypic subgroups. Rats receiving MB were 11 times more likely to belong to Subgroup 1 (mild initial fear, successful extinction and minimal reinstatement) than rats that received saline ( p ¼ 0.08). As MB was given following the end of extinction (and could play no causal role in determining initial fear or extinction success), this suggests that MB may be particularly well-suited at preventing return of fear for individuals with mild baseline symptoms who respond well to extinction training. There was no evidence of over-or under-representation of MB-treated subjects in any of the other subgroups ( p ! 0.39). important question arises regarding whether such individual differences merely reflect the presence of a few outliers, or are representative of subcategories of behavioural phenotypes that could provide helpful explanatory power in present or future studies. In the majority of behavioural neuroscience studies, the n per group is approximately 8-12 (see [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] for recent examples; see [29] for review of small sample sizes in behavioural neuroscience research). As such, we are rarely sufficiently powered to determine whether there is a pattern that explains individual differences. Here, we performed analyses on a moderately-sized sample (215 rats), and classified the rats' behavioural responding (freezing) using agglomerative hierarchical clustering analysis. The cluster analysis identified seven homogeneous subgroups in terms of patterns of freezing 24 h after acquisition, at the end of extinction, and 24 h after reinstatement: Subgroup 1: Mild initial fear with successful extinction and long-term fear reduction (20%); Subgroup 2: Severe initial fear with moderately successful extinction followed by return of fear (20%); Subgroup 3: Mild initial fear with largely successful extinction followed by return of fear (15%); Subgroup 4: Severe initial fear with largely successful extinction and longterm fear reduction (13%); Subgroup 5: Severe, persistent fear (13%); Subgroup 6: Fear incubation (12%); Subgroup 7: A more extreme version of Subgroup 2 (8%).
It is important to note that the 'treatment' employed to reduce fear was not entirely independent of the outcome, and indeed had some impact in shaping the clustering. Our data suggest that whereas there was no evidence to suggest that the RetrievalþExtinction manipulation influenced subgroup membership, rats that received the MB treatment were 11 times more likely to belong to Subgroup 1 than rats that received saline. Since MB was given following the end of extinction, it suggests that this form of treatment may be particularly well-suited at preventing return of fear in individuals with a priori mild fear who respond well to extinction treatment. Given the similarities between Subgroups 1 and 3 for initial fear and extinction, it is possible that Subgroup 1 was essentially created by MB acting on Subgroup 3. There was also an overrepresentation of the LE rats in Subgroup 5 (nearly 50% of LE rats displayed severe, persistent fear, whereas only 1 out of 25 HE rats fitted this profile). We believe there is value in including our breeding lines in this analysis, since there is undoubtedly the presence of subgroups in clinical samples that show very low rates of remission [30] . In this effort, a number of different studies have been conducted to examine whether extinction-based treatments could be used to target stronger fear memories [31, 32] .
(c) Is there any useful/added value in having the ability to determine the subgroup phenotypes?
One might argue that outliers are already often present in datasets, and that our cluster analysis would allow us to better identify and define the outliers. Such outliers are handled differently depending on the studies. In some, they are identified, and the analyses are performed with them included. Others perform the analyses with and without the outliers; yet others simply remove the outliers, and run the analyses without them. We would contend that it is generally advisable to at least include available details about the outliers. Having the ability to better understand and explain the extremes and their estimated occurrence may be valuable information. Still, caution should be exercised when applying standards derived from approximately 200 individuals to a sample of approximately 8-12. Future work could potentially examine the possible impact of having individuals from specific phenotypic characteristics in selective experimental groups, and could help determine appropriate sample sizes for specific subgroups and questions of interest. Subgroup phenotypic information could also be used as inclusion/exclusion criteria in future studies, or retrospectively applied to theoretically expand on published findings that employed specific inclusion/exclusion criteria. Another important aspect of being able to define subcategories of behavioural phenotypes is that they will enable us to better determine the clinical subgroup for which a certain manipulation may be best suited.
(d) Emerging questions and conclusions
It is important to bear in mind that freezing, the dependent variable used for the present analyses, is only one metric assessment of 'fear' expression (albeit a very useful one, and the most commonly employed in rodent studies of fear conditioning). Still, a valid limitation of the present work is that it may rely too heavily on this one measure to render judgement on rates of remission. It is important to emphasize that different training (conditioning) and different subjective experiences may contribute to differential degrees in freezing. The cut-off threshold in males and females, for example, could conceivably be explained by weight differences (and potentially different subjective experiences, as a result). Along similar lines, one might argue that there is a subjective element to human fear that is not readily captured in rats (for example, an individual who shows extreme subjective fear at baseline, and shows reduction in subjective fear that might still be above threshold for an established criterion of remission might feel as though he/she nevertheless qualitatively benefitted from treatment). There are, however, indices of behavioural assessment that can be employed in rodent studies that can indirectly convey gradients of subjective fear, and may be indicative of increased behavioural flexibility. A reduction in freezing in a rodent experiment, for example, may or may not be correlated with an increase in approach behaviour and/or reduced avoidance. In turn, reduction in avoidance behaviour could, in and of itself, contribute to an improved treatment outcome. Expanding the behavioural repertoire when testing for treatment success will improve our ability to disambiguate qualitative differences in outcome (e.g. [18, [33] [34] [35] ).
As a final point to ponder, it is possible that some of the rats that were assigned to one treatment group might have responded differently (better/worse) had they been in another. We certainly cannot rule out this possibility in the present set of studies. Moving forward, it would be of great value to identify a means of determining, at the very least, whether an individual might be predicted to be a good or poor extinguisher prior to administering treatment. Efforts in that direction will be crucial in developing tailored interventions for anxiety-related disorders. [36] .
